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Tips
1.Please do follow the arrow to turn the knob for 
settings, or the quartz movement will be damaged 
or inaccurate. 
2.Rechargeable and used battery is not recom-
mended. Generally, the voltage of rechargeable 
battery is 1.0V---1.42v, the normal operating 
voltage of this item is ≥1.42V. Therefor if recharge-
able battery or used battery is inserted, clock will 
not run correctly few days later due to the low 
voltage.
3.Do not pull the knobs out, which may cause 
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damage to this unit.
4.Dropping may cause damage, use with caution! 
Power On
Open the battery cover, insert one new AA (1.5V)  
non-rechargeable battery according the cathode 
and anode, replace cover. 

 Setting the Clock Time
According to the direction of the arrow         to set time 
with time knob. 

 Setting the Alarm
According to the direction of the arrow       to set 
wake up time with alarm knob. There're four small 
lines between each hour. For the alarm, they indicates 
12 minutes each, for clock time, they indicate 1 
minute each.

 Turning the Alarm On/Off
Turn the alarm switch     to “ON”, the alarm will go 
off at the time you set and last for approximately 50 
minutes. Turn the alarm switch     to “OFF” to turn 

off the alarm.

 Temporary Blacklight Function
At night, press and hold the light button    , time will 
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be clearly visible. 

 Replacing Battery
When time runs with deviation or ringing sound becomes 
very low, please replace the battery. 

 Troubleshooting
1. Clock Does Not Keep Time
If the clock does not keep time, please try to turn 
the time and alarm knobs following the arrows 
several times to see if the clock will work fine or 
not. One possible case is that the hands were just 
stiff  and got stuck.
2. Alarm Accuracy
It's not going to be digital precision on all this type of 
analog alarm clocks. Generally the alarm is ±5 minutes 
against the setting time.  

 Customer service
We strive for excellent customer service. Any reason 
unsatisfied, refer to our warranty card, feel free to 
contact us at:
      sales@us-myehome.com 
first, thereʼll be delightful communication and good 
solution. Our service is always open for you, problems 
never remained.
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